












Instructions 

1.Fold along line A, then open the card back up and 
fold along line A the other way. Run a ruler over 
your creases to make them really firm. 

2.Keep the page folded and hold it so you can see 
this side with the instructions. 

3.Cut along line B, C, and D. 

4.Lift up the section labelled Box 1 and 
fold it over line E, repeat for box 2 over 
line F, and box 3 over line G. 

5.Flip the card over and fold Box 1 over 
line H, box 2 over line I and box 3 over 
line J. 

6.Open the card back out. 

7.Gently start to fold the card 
along line A but keep the card 
half open so you can still see 
these instructions. 

8.Push your cut sections (the 
boxes) from the back side 
(blank) of this card towards 
you. They should pop out. 

9.Fold the card closed with the 
boxes inside. 

10.Decorate your card! 
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